Jewish Appetizers Party Pack

Sarge’s Jewish Appetizer’s are the next best thing if you miss Bubbie’s home
cooking. We hope you try all of Our Favorite Appetizers from Matzo Ball Soup &
Chopped Liver to Noodle Kugel and more.











Chopped Liver
Round Knishes: Choose from flavors Potato, Spinach and Kasha
Fried Kreplach
Noodle Kugel
Kasha Varnishkas
Matzo Ball Soup
Split Pea Soup
Mushroom Barley Soup
Vegetable Soup
Stuffed Derma

Preparation and Storage Instructions

Soups: Our Soups can be kept frozen for up to 3 to 6 months. Let the soup defrost overnight in the
refrigerator. Our containers are Microwave oven safe. Heat the Soup in a microwave oven or on the
stove top. To achieve the best taste heat slowly to the desired temperature. If you are adding Matzo
Balls to the Soup, we recommend heating the Chicken Soup on the stove top over a low to medium
flame with the Matzo Balls in the Soup. Optional: Add thin cooked egg noodles prior to serving.
Stuffed Derma: Heat in the oven on a greased cookie sheet at 350 degrees for 20 minutes, turning
once during cooking cycle or heat on a stove top in a slightly greased frying pan. Heat gravy in the
microwave or in a sauce pan; pour heated gravy over heated Derma, prior to serving. Derma and
gravy can be frozen separately for up to 3 months.
Egg Barley & Mushrooms: Heat desired amount in a Microwave oven or in a sauce pan (DO NOT OVER
HEAT). Our foods are prepared using no preservatives. We recommend immediate consumption
within 1 to 2 days for these products. Freezing these items is NOT recommended.
Noodle Kugel: Can be heated in the oven in the tin provided with the lid removed or transfer to a oven
safe dish. Heat at 350 degrees for 20 minutes or transfer to a Microwave oven safe dish and heat to
desired temperature. (DO NOT OVER HEAT) Freezing this item is NOT recommended.
Chopped Liver: Kept Liver refrigerated until serving. Our foods are prepared using no preservatives.
We recommend immediate consumption within 1 to 2 days for this product. Freezing this item is NOT
recommended.
Fried Kreplach: Can be heated in a Microwave oven safe dish or in a slightly greased frying pan on a
low to medium heat. (DO NOT OVER HEAT) Freezing this item is NOT recommended.
Storage: If you have purchased more product than you plan on using within several days of receiving
it, separate into portion control sizes, wrap in plastic food wrap or shrink wrap and freeze. Once you
are ready to use the product, allow it to thaw in the refrigerator for 24 hours, than follow instructions
above.
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